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Nivo Controls Pvt. Ltd. is an ISO 9001:2000 company offering effective solutions to the needs of process measurement and control since 1978. The Company has been dealing with the Corporation for the last twenty years. Mr. Praveen Toshniwal, Chairman of the company is a technocrat from IIT, Delhi and is closely monitoring the production, marketing and R&D activities of the company.
The manufacturing activities are carried out in a modern facility under controlled, dust free conditions constructed in 1992. The manufacturing facility includes a modern electronics assembly set up that is equipped to work with SMD's. The in house machine shop contains various general purpose and sophisticated machine tools.

The product range includes level controllers and indicators, magnetic flow meters, tank gauging systems etc. and having wide applications in defense, petroleum and petrochemicals industries, fertilizers, refineries, power plants, steel plants etc. Some of the prestigious clients include Indian Navy, Mazagaon Docks etc.

The products manufactured by the company meets and carry the “CE” marking (General Safety Marks). Flow Meters manufactured by it, meet and carry the International Certification “FM”. With the International Certification, company is exporting its products to USA, European Countries, Taiwan and Korea.

The company’s Quality Assurance system confirms to ISO 9001 as certified by M/s Det Norske Veritas Industry BV, Netherlands. The Flow meter calibration facility carries certificate from the Department of Weights and Measures, Government of India.

Company witnessed quantum growth in its operations during the last four years. The unit’s turnover has reached to the level of Rs. 1000.00 lacs in the year 2009-10 from Rs. 540.00 lacs achieved in the year 2006-07.

The company has availed multiple loans from MPFC totaling to Rs. 332.50 lacs since 1990. MP Financial Corporation is proud to be associated with the company and supporting it in all its endeavors since beginning and wishes continued business growth and success to the concern.